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Negotiation by English soccer teams with corporate sponsors for shirt naming rights is now standard
practice but, with the exception of a handful of clubs, the concept has not been extended to stadia.
Among US major sports leagues the reverse situation exists in that facility naming rights are
standard practice while shirt naming rights are non-existent. Given their prevalence in the US, the
deficit balance sheet of most professional football clubs, and the widespread acceptance of shirt
naming rights in England, it seems probable that facility naming rights will emerge as a prominent
financing tool for teams. This paper describes the evolution of facility naming rights in the US,
examines their financial structure and what benefits companies accrue from them, describes the
key contractual elements in naming rights contracts and suggests implications for English soccer
teams.

INTRODUCTION of the revenues generated from these agree-
ments (Rosson, 2001). The compiler of the

In the early 1970s, one of the authors was information in Table 1 emphasized that these
working on a project with Burnley Football are only estimates because details are sel-
Club, which at that time was a member of dom made public.
the First Division. The chairman of the club In contrast to this situation in England,
was Mr. Bob Lord, an outspoken, ‘larger- shirt sponsorship agreements have not
than-life’ character who was also chairman emerged in the United States. In 1999, Major
of the Football League. The suggestion of League Baseball (MLB) initiated a pilot pro-
club sponsorship emerged in a conversation. gramme to test fan receptivity by permitting
Mr. Lord was incredulous that such an idea teams to place a small two inch square
could ever come to fruition and he was advertising patch on the shirt sleeves of
scornful of it saying, ‘You’d have all our players (Bonham, 1999). However, protests
players running around with Texaco on their from columnists and fans caused MLB to
shirts’. In his eyes, it was an affront to a abandon the idea. The National Football
century-old tradition whereby clubs’ uni- League (NFL) uniforms do permit the manu-
forms were an integral part of their heritage facturer’s name or logo to be discreetly
and the heritage of the sport. It was incon- featured on footwear, apparel and helmets.
ceivable that either the soccer authorities Their regulations require manufacturers to
or the fans would tolerate such an abuse of pay the league a fee for the right to display
tradition. these logos. Similarly, the National Basket-

Two decades later, football shirt sponsor- ball Association (NBA) uniforms have the
ship agreements in the English game are maker’s insignia on them, but the NBA did
standard practice and are accepted by both ban players from wearing temporary tattoos

of corporate logos on their arms, legs orofficials and fans. Table 1 offers a sampling
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Table 1 Premier League, samples of shirt sponsorship deals

Deal (amount/ Annual
Club Sponsor Industry duration) amount

Arsenal SEGA Computer games £10 m/4 yrs £2.5 m
Aston Villa AST Computers £6 m/5 yrs £1.2 m
Chelsea Autoglass Car components £6 m/4 yrs £1.5 m
Coventry City Subaru Cars £2 m/3 yrs £0.7 m
Derby County EDS Computers £0.5 m/1 yr £0.5 m
Everton One 2 One Mobile phones £2 m/3 yrs £0.7 m
Leeds United Packard Bell Computers £4 m/4 yrs £1 m
Liverpool Carlsberg Brewing £4 m/4 yrs £1 m
Manchester United Sharp Electronics £4.8 m/2 yrs £2.4 m
Newcastle United Newcastle Brown Ale Brewing £4 m/3 yrs £1.3 m
Nottingham Forest Pinnacle Insurance Insurance £2 m/3 yrs £0.7 m
Tottenham Hotspur Hewlett-Packard Computers £4 m/4 yrs £1 m
West Ham United Dr. Martens Shoes £3 m/3 yrs £1 m
Wimbledon Elonex Computers £3 m/3 yrs £1 m

Source: Rosson (2001, p. 173).

foreheads after some players expressed an dium, Southampton’s Friends Provident St.
Mary’s Stadium, and Wigan Athletic’s JJBinterest in the idea. Major League Soccer

(MLS) teams do sell shirt sponsorship. Uni- Stadium carry the names of commercial
sponsors. Given the deficit balance sheets ofform sponsorships are negotiated through

the main MLS office, and the league charges most professional soccer clubs and their
widespread acceptance of shirt naming$2.5 million annually to place a company

logo on a team uniform as well as on sideline rights, it seems reasonable to suggest that
facility naming rights agreements mayboards and television scoreboards. Even

Olympic athletes wear the logos of compet- become more prevalent in England in the
future. Indeed, in their annual report oning apparel companies. However, none of

the four major professional sports leagues – football finance, Deloitte and Touche
observe that naming rights are ‘an under-NFL, MLB, NBA or the National Hockey

League (NHL) – permit anything other than exploited revenue stream’ (Boon and Jones,
2002, p. 65) among English stadia.discrete manufacturers’ logos and do not

embrace shirt sponsorship wholeheartedly Accordingly, this paper describes the state
of the facility naming rights phenomenon inas has been done in English football.

Although the major leagues have been the US. It reports their gradual evolution and
the exponential growth in their use whichreticent to authorize naming rights on shirts,

they have fully embraced selling facility has occurred since 1995, their financial struc-
turing, the benefits sponsors seek from nam-naming rights which are more pervasive

among American teams than shirt naming ing rights and major elements in the
contracts. The paper concludes with anrights are among English teams. In England,

only Bolton Wanderers’ Reebok Stadium, assessment of the prospects for them becom-
ing standard practice among English teams.Huddersfield Town’s Alfred McAlpine Sta-
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THE EVOLUTION OF NAMING RIGHTS AT 80 of 121 teams playing in facilities named
after major companies (Mahony and Howard,PROFESSIONAL SPORTS VENUES IN THE
2001). In part, this growth was stimulated byUS
the large number of new sports facilities that

The corporate naming of major sports facili- were constructed in the late 1990s. The
ties in the US is a relatively recent phenom- availability of these new facilities created
enon. The first reputed naming rights an unprecedented inventory of entitlement
agreement dates back to 1971 when Schaefer opportunities for corporations seeking to
Brewing Company paid $150,000 to name the exploit the commercial benefit of placing
New England Patriots NFL stadium, Schaefer their names on prominent sports facilities.
Field. Two years later, the Buffalo Bills NFL In some instances, there has been public
team renamed their War Memorial Stadium, resistance to naming rights (Greenberg and
Rich Stadium, after signing a $1.5 million, 20- Gray, 1996). Opponents of selling naming
year agreement with Rich Products a local rights to public facilities in which profes-
frozen food supplier, while in the mid-1970s sional teams play, argue there is a civic cost
Busch Stadium in which the MLB Cardinals to having a public building named after a
play was named in St. Louis. corporation:

These early naming rights agreements did
The airport doesn’t have a corporate name.not stimulate a trend in sport facility entitle-
Parks don’t have corporate names. Bridgesments in other regions of the United States.
don’t have corporate names. If, as political

From the early 1970s through the mid-1980s leaders and sports boosters claim, stadiums
few sports facilities were corporately named. and arenas are components of our social
During this period, major sports venues, all and cultural infrastructure, then why not
of which were publicly financed, typically honor public heroes and heroines by naming

our sports venues after them? (Weiner, 1999,maintained the tradition of being named
p. 482)either for a prominent civic leader, such as

the Hubert H. Humphrey Dome in Minnea- An example of public opposition occurred
polis (1982) and Brandon Bryne Arena (1981) when the computer software developer
in New Jersey, or to provide local or civic 3Com acquired the naming rights for Candle-
identity such as the Louisiana Superdome stick Park in San Francisco. Although the
(1975) and Pontiac Stadium (1978). official name became 3Com Park at Candle-

The naming rights of the Los Angeles stick Point, the majority of fans and media
Forum which hosted both an NBA and NHL continued to call it Candlestick. Indeed,
team were sold to Great Western Bank in residents of San Francisco vigorously pro-
1987, Arco Arena (NBA team) was named in tested the city’s decision to sell the naming
Sacramento in 1988, and the Target Center rights. When the agreement ended in 2002,
(NBA team) in Minneapolis in 1990; but it the Giants did not seek to extend it. When a
was not until the last half of the 1990s that corporate name is attached to something
naming rights agreements became promi- that already has a strong identity, then it is
nent. From 1995 through 2000, the number not ‘top-of-the-mind’ or ‘on the tip of the
and financial magnitude of venue sponsor- tongue’ of stakeholders (Guzzo, 2001, p. 8).
ships grew exponentially. By 1997, one-third It does not become part of the community
(41 of 113) of venues used by teams in the conversation, hence, it is ignored. When a
four major leagues had been named for franchise moves to a new facility, a new
corporations (Deloitte and Touche, 1997). identity may be established and the corpor-
By 2002, the number of corporately-named ate name may be accepted as that identity.

However, if the new facility retains too manyvenues had increased to almost 70%, with
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features of the old facility, this will not increase in the number and financial magni-
tude of agreements coincided with the peakoccur. For example, the residents of Denver

continued to call their new stadium Mile years of a sport facility construction boom
in the US in the 1990s. During 1999, ten majorHigh Stadium rather than Invesco Field at

Mile High because Mile High (over 5000 feet naming rights agreements were signed with
corporate sponsors committing more thanabove sea level) is part of the City’s national

identity and there is a strong community $1 billion to secure entitlement rights. Three
times that year, a new record was set for theemotional attachment to it. The Denver situa-

tion was further exacerbated by the stadium total cost of a naming rights agreement,
culminating in Federal Express eclipsing thebeing primarily financed with public money,

so the public believed it should be ‘their’ $200 million barrier when the package deliv-
ery firm paid $205 million ($7.6 million perstadium – not some company’s stadium.

The exponential growth in entitlement year on average over 27 years) to the Wash-
ington Redskins to name the NFL team’sopportunities created by new facilities was

accompanied by quantum increases in the stadium FedEx Field.
Substantial naming rights activityprices paid by corporations for the naming

rights to facilities. As shown in Table 2 the occurred through 2000 with eight new agree-
ments, including the single largest namingaverage annual price of a naming rights

agreement almost quadrupled, from $1.28 rights deal which was Reliant Energy’s pur-
chase of the naming rights for the newmillion in 1995 to $4.8 million a year in

1999. Between 1995 and 2002, the aggregate Houston Texans NFL stadium for $300 million
over 30 years. The Texans were able toamount corporations had committed to

place their company’s name on sports secure this price for three reasons (Lom-
bardo, 2000). First, the 69,500 seat retract-venues exceeded an estimated $3.5 billion

(Little, 2001). Table 3 shows the largest able-roof stadium will also host the Houston
Livestock Show and Rodeo which attracts 2sports venue naming rights agreements that

have been signed. million visitors during its 2 weeks of opera-
tion. Second, the Texans’ stadium wasTable 2 shows that the average price paid

for naming rights increased annually from selected to host the 2004 Super Bowl and
was expected to then become part of the1995 through 1999 but then plateaued at a

little over $4 million per year. This significant Super Bowl rotation. Third, the agreement

Table 2 Average price of naming rights agreements for major sports venues from 1995 to 2001

No. of venues
corporately

Year named Average total price Average length Average annual price

2002 5 $88.2 million 20 years $4.28 million
2001 3 $88.5 million 21 years $4.01 million
2000 8 $92.9 million 20 years $4.26 million
1999 10 $102.0 million 20.2 years $4.80 million
1998 9 $52.0 million 18.1 years $2.75 million
1997 8 $52.3 million 24.3 years $2.24 million
1996 2 $31.2 million 17.5 years $1.75 million
1995 5 $21.5 million 17.5 years $1.28 million

Source: Street and Smith (2002).
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Table 3 The largest sports venue naming rights agreements

Average
Venue name Team Value/years annual value

Reliant Stadium Houston Texans (NFL) $300 m/30 $10.0 m
Philips Arena Atlanta Hawks (NBA) $185 m/20 $9.3 m

Atlanta Thrashers (NHL)
CMGI Stadium New England Patriots (NFL) $114 m/15 $7.6 m
FedEx Field Washington Redskins (NFL) $205 m/27 $7.6 m
Lincoln Stadium Philadelphia Eagles (NFL) $139.6 m/20 $6.98 m
American Airlines Center Dallas Mavericks (NBA) $195 m/30 $6.5 m
Invesco at Mile High Denver Broncos (NFL) $120 m/20 $6.0 m
Staples Center Los Angeles Lakers (NBA) $116 m/20 $5.8 m

Los Angeles Kings (NBA)
PSINet Stadium Baltimore Ravens (NFL) $105.5 m/20 $5.3 m
Saavis Center St. Louis Blues (NHL) $83 m/20 $4.2 m
Minute Maid Field Houston Astros (MLB) $100 m/28 $3.58 m

permitted Reliant also to have its name on did not prevail in all markets. At the other
end of the spectrum in a smaller market, forthe Astrodome complex, which includes the

Astrodome, the Astro Arena and a new example, was the agreement signed with the
H. J. Heinz Company and the Pittsburghconvention centre. These ‘added value’

events, substantially increased the price the Steelers in 2001. Heinz is also a ‘home town
player’ but agreed to pay $57 million overcompany was willing to pay for the naming

rights. 20 years for the title rights to the NFL
Steelers’ new stadium. The price of theOther notable naming rights arrangements

occurred in 2002 when the Lincoln Financial agreement was less than half that received
by the Philadelphia Eagles from the LincolnGroup pledged $139.6 million for naming

rights to the NFL Eagles’ new stadium for Group. A spokesperson for the company
advising Heinz Corporation during the nego-20 years. This ranked as the fourth most

lucrative NFL naming rights deal ever. It was tiations, indicated ‘the Steelers wanted the
deal in the range of $90 to $100 million’quickly followed by the largest ever naming

rights payment in MLB when Minute Maid (Yeomans, 2001, p. 1C). An analyst com-
mented that the rights fee paid by Heinzagreed to pay $100 million to the Houston

Astros over 28 years. However, the total ‘reflects . . . a leveling off. We’re starting to
see a little more sanity in the value of theseMinute Maid sponsorship package was $170

million, which included pouring rights and deals’ (Yeomans, 2001, p. 1C). The selling of
facility naming rights exists outside the fourother entitlements as well as the naming

rights. It is significant that both these com- major league sports. For example, Charlotte
Motor Speedway, one of the most famouspanies are ‘home town players’, i.e. Minute

Maid has been based in Houston for 35 years motor sports tracks, changed it name to
Lowe’s Motor Speedway as part of a 10-year,while Lincoln Financial moved its headquar-

ters to Philadelphia from Fort Wayne, Indi- $35 million arrangement with Lowe’s home-
improvement stores.ana, in 1999 (Bernstein and Brockington,

2002). The Rose Garden in Portland offered a vari-
ation on traditional naming rights when itThese high payments for naming rights
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sold ‘media totems’ at the four corners of the facility being called the Save Mart Center,
with PepsiCo retaining exclusive pouringbuilding. These give a sponsor a major exclu-

sive exposure with perceived ownership of rights across the Fresno State campus.
Colleges frequently name sports facilitiesthe corner of the building in the concourses.

The totems act as landmarks and meeting after major donors. The requirement at most
universities to qualify for naming status isplaces for patrons to help orient them in the

large arena. The Rose Garden believed that that the lead donor contribute 50% of the
cost of the construction or renovationthese generated a similar income to that

which would have been received if they had (Cohen, 1999). However, this is not a rigid
criterion and in some cases it may be as lowsold the building naming rights, and they kept

the name which is the city of Portland’s as 30%. In addition, an increasing number of
colleges are requiring a maintenance endow-motto, the City of Roses. Rose Garden officials

also viewed this as a way of reducing the risk ment to accompany the 30%–50% capital
contribution before they will offer namingof negative associations if a sponsor declared

bankruptcy or was embroiled in a major scan- rights. Again, the magnitude of the main-
tenance endowment varies but 30% of totaldal (Rubel, 1996).

The Rose Garden’s lead has subsequently maintenance costs appears to be a fairly
typical figure.been followed by others. For example, the

North Texas Ford Association signed a 10- Naming rights may extend beyond a build-
ing to particular facilities within the buildingyear, $39 million agreement which grants

Ford naming rights and use of a lobby in (Cohen, 1999). These may include plazas,
auditoriums, halls of fame, natatoriums, gym-the American Airlines Center in Dallas. The

centre has two lobbies so ‘fans could go the nasiums, weight rooms, and locker rooms.
Thus, Ohio State University sold the namingAmerican Airlines lobby and see the airline’s

history and then go to the Ford lobby and rights to the gymnasium inside its new
events centre to Value City Departmentbuild tomorrow’s concept car’ (Cohen, 1999,

p. 37). Stores for $12.5 million, so the university’s
basketball and hockey teams play at the

College sports venues Value City Arena in the Schottensbern
Center.Table 3 shows that a growing number of

colleges and universities in the US also have When dealing with donors, naming rights
are in perpetuity. This is an important differ-sold naming rights to stadiums and arenas

on their campuses. Although most of the ence from naming rights agreements at pro-
fessional facilities which are in force only forearly collegiate naming rights agreements

were modest in comparison to those negoti- as long as they are paid for in the contract
which has been negotiated. When a collegeated by major league teams, agreements

signed since 2000 have approximated values needs to renovate a facility 20 years after its
construction, it cannot jettison the originalrealized by big league venues. The single

largest agreement was the $40 million agree- donor’s name and replace it with the name
of the lead donor after the renovation. A wayment Pepsi signed with Fresno State Univer-

sity located in California. After acquiring the has to be found to incorporate both donors’
names. For example, the original Smith Poolnaming rights to the university’s proposed

sports and entertainment centre, the soft when renovated may become the Smith Pool
in the Jones Natatorium to accommodatedrink company passed along the opportunity

to one of its key retail suppliers in central both the original and the renovation lead
donors.California, Save Mart Supermarkets. The joint

sponsorship agreement resulted in the new Although the number and value of agree-
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Table 4 College corporate naming rights

Average
Venue School Total price annual price Length Years

Save Mart Center Fresno State Univ. $40 million $1.74 million 23 years 2000–2022
Comcast Center Univ. of Maryland $20 million $800,000* 25 years 2002–2026
Value City Arena Ohio State University $12.5 million NA Indefinite 1998–indef.
Cox Arena San Diego State Univ. $12 million NA Indefinite 1998–indef.
United Spirit Center Texas Tech Univ. $10 million $500,000 20 years 1996–2015
Bank of America Univ. of Washington

Arena $5.1 million $510,000 10 years 1999–2008
Cox Pavilion Nevada-Las Vegas $5 million $500,000 10 years 2000–2009
Wells Fargo Arena Arizona State Univ. $5 million NA Indefinite 1998–indef.
Papa John’s Cardinal Univ. of Louisville

Stadium $5 million $333,333 15 years 1998–2012
Coors Event Center Univ. of Colorado $5 million NA Indefinite 1991–indef.
Carrier Dome Syracuse Univ. $2.75 million NA Indefinite 1980–indef.
Alltel Arena Virginia

Commonwealth $2 million $200,000 10 years 1998–2008
Rawlings Stadium Georgetown (KY)

College $200,000** $50,000 4 years 1997–2003

*Total amount paid over first 10 years of agreement.
**The amount is an annual deal for equipment and apparel.
Source: Street and Smith (2001).

ments with colleges have increased, there is we might have come to another decision’
(Stanford Magazine, 2000, p. 3). While fewresistance among some schools which are

wary of increasing commercialism on cam- schools may follow Stanford’s lead, many
will struggle to find the appropriate balancepuses. Some on college campuses view this

selling of corporate exposure as ‘an invasion point between maintaining the ideals of
amateurism and academic integrity, and theof the sacred realm of academe’, arguing

that educational programmes ‘should not be increasing expense of sustaining big-time
collegiate athletic programmes.in the business of promoting commercial

products’ (Tucker, 2000, p. 13). Thus, the Perhaps the compromise reached by the
University of Iowa offers a model for futureathletic department at Stanford University in

California reacted to criticism of growing collegiate naming rights agreements. The
university’s nickname is ‘The Hawkeyes’. Tocommercialism by removing all large corpor-

ate signs and banners from its football, address both institutional concerns regard-
ing academic mission and the athletic depart-basketball and baseball venues. This corpor-

ate ‘cleansing’ cost the athletic department ment’s pragmatic need for financial support,
Iowa named its on-campus arena Carver-approximately $2.5 million per year (Work-

man, 1998). The Athletic Director at Stanford Hawkeye Arena. Roy J. Carver, chair and
founder of a tire manufacturing company,commented, ‘I see this as the right decision

for Stanford, but I’m not sure we’re a national gave $25 million to the university. The univer-
sity ‘insisted that Hawkeye be part of themodel for anybody else. Only the rich can

afford to be moral. If the choice had been name so you’d know where the thing is’
(Miller, 1995, p. 12).either to have advertising or drop sports,
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Given the sensitivity about the over- facility as a platform for increasing sales. The
price of such deals is determined by thecommercialization of college sports, negotia-

tions involving the sale of naming rights are company’s assessment of the business-build-
ing opportunities the entitlement offers,especially complicated in the college sector.

One experienced naming rights negotiator either indirectly (e.g. entertaining key clients
in ‘their’ building) or directly by becomingcommented,
the exclusive product supplier (e.g. beer,There are many more folks in the mix on the
soft drinks) at the venue.college-side than on the professional side.

From an exposure perspective, namingOn the pro side, you’re dealing with single
rights agreements offer companies severalownership. But, on the college side you’re
advantages over traditional advertisingdealing with an Athletic Director, a President,

a Board of Regents or Trustees, and then alternatives:
sometimes there’s also a state public works

You can’t bypass a name on a stadium thedivision involved. There are just more hoops
way you zap through a commercial – itsto go through. (Lee, 2001, p. 14)
tougher to ignore. While each sponsorship
needs to be measured for its effectiveness, aAnother factor impeding the growth of nam-
lot of marketers are looking for a less clut-ing rights agreements on college campuses
tered, high impact way to get a brand inis that there have been fewer entitlement
front of the public eye. Associating withopportunities. ‘Most football stadiums and
marquee properties is one great way tobasketball arenas at high-profile schools
accomplish this. (Zoghby, 1999, p. 14)already carry the names of well-heeled alums

This kind of ‘24/7’ brand exposure is espe-and supporters, and it’s unlikely that their
cially appealing to companies with little ornames would be displaced in favor of a
no brand recognition. Swedish telecommuni-corporation’ (Lee, 2001, p. 14).
cations giant, Ericsson, Inc., was virtually

Why companies buy naming rights unknown in the US when it paid $20 million
There are two fundamental reasons corpora- in 1995 for the naming rights to the NFL-
tions seek the naming rights on sports facili- Carolina Panthers new football stadium in

Charlotte, North Carolina. From 1996 to 1998,ties. Initially, these decisions were driven by
the number of impressions (the times thea corporation’s desire to take advantage of
company name and/or logo was used) Erics-the exposure afforded the company by taking
son received in the national media increasedthe name of a conspicuous public attraction.
by almost 400%, mostly in connection withConsider the following example:
the stadium. The effect of such exposureAmerica West Airlines purchased the naming
had a remarkable impact on Ericsson’s brandrights for the NBA Phoenix Suns arena at a
awareness, both regionally and nationally.cost of $550,000 per year. When the Suns
Market research conducted in 1998 foundhosted the NBA Finals, a single 30 second
that in less than 3 years, the Ericsson brandcommercial on NBC cost $300,000. Because

the company purchased the naming rights grew from almost no public presence prior
to the facility, America West’s name and logo to signing the naming rights agreement to
were seen countless times throughout the being recognized by 50% of adults in the
series even though the annual fee was less Carolinas and by 44% nationally. The owner
than the cost of two 30 second commercials. of the Carolina Panthers observed that the
(Greenberg and Gray, 1996, p. 81). naming rights deal has all but ‘eliminated

the ‘‘Who is Ericsson?’’ question’ (Zoghby,More recently, an increasingly prominent
driving force behind corporate naming agree- 1999, p. 14).

In addition to rapidly enhancing recogni-ments, has been sponsors’ desire to use the
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tion of a new brand, established brands have Vogel, 2000, p. 40). Deriving business back
from an agreement can occur in a range ofnegotiated for naming rights because of the

long-term, national exposure benefits they ways, such as receiving exclusive pouring
rights at the NBA Pepsi Center in Denver;offer. After RCA Corporation paid $10 million

in 1995 to name the former Hoosier Dome the strategic placement of ATM machines by
Bank One in and around Bank One MLBin Indianapolis the ‘RCA Dome’, the RCA

executive who negotiated the agreement Ballpark in Phoenix; and ticket booths for
purchasing airline tickets at facilities nameddeclared ‘the Dome has become the corner-

stone of our getting broad exposure, with for airlines.
The quintessential business-back namingnationally televised Indianapolis Colts

games. There’s not a better way to put a rights agreement was that between Philips
Electronics North America and Time Warnerfootprint on the marketplace’ (Greenberg

and Gray, 1996, p. 24). Inc.’s Turner Broadcast System, owner of
Atlanta’s 20,000-seat arena built in 1999. TheIn the late 1990s, naming rights agreements

evolved from being one-dimensional signage European-based electronic products manu-
facturer (television sets, lighting, home tele-deals, albeit on a grand new scale, to multi-

dimensional, integrated packages that pro- phone products and electric shavers) agreed
to pay $185 million over 20 years for thevide corporate naming partners with a range

of hospitality, media and ‘business-building’ naming rights. Not only did Philips obtain
the usual arena rights but, in addition, thebenefits in addition to exposure. As venues

built extensive premium seating, a standard sponsor was granted premium retail space
in the arena. The agreement provided Philipselement of a naming rights agreement was

access to a luxury suite so naming rights’ with a 10,000-square-foot consumer products
display area, the ‘Philips Experience’, wheresponsors had the opportunity to entertain

key clients in their ‘own building’. The sum- the company can showcase its state-of-the-
art video, audio and entertainment products.mary of benefits received by the Corel Cor-

poration in its 1995 agreement with the NHL- The showcase area is strategically located to
ensure maximum exposure to fans attendingOttawa Senators shows the expanded rights

that were extended to naming sponsors arena events, and to the hundreds of thou-
sands of conventioneers who must pass(Figure 1). For C$26 million over a 20-

year period, the software company received through the Philips Arena foyer on their way
to and from the adjacent Georgia Worldexclusive entitlement to the new arena. In

addition to the arena being named the Corel Congress Center, one of the country’s busiest
convention centres. The agreement alsoCenter, the return on the company’s invest-

ment included premium seating options (two required the $213 million arena to be com-
pletely fitted with Phillips’ equipment,suites and two box seats), exclusive access

to the facility for an annual computer indus- including state-of-the-art turnstiles at the
arena’s 22 entrances and hundreds of bigtry trade show, and a day on the ice for

company employees. screen television monitors located through-
out the facility’s main concourse.Corporate naming rights sponsors invari-

ably now seek to exploit the ‘business-
Method of paymentbuilding’ potential of the naming relation-

ship: ‘While naming rights partners enjoyed Historically, naming rights fees have been
paid either as an up-front cash payment, orthe many tangible elements provided in the

newer agreements, the critical addition was as annual payments over the length of the
agreement. While annual instalment pay-the opportunity for the naming rights partner

to derive ‘‘business-back’’’ (Wallace and ments have been the most commonly used
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Fig 1. Benefits received by Corel Corporation from naming rights agreement

approach, a number of agreements have rights agreements based on annual pay-
ments, the company knows the exact cost ofbeen consummated which have required

a single up-front payment. When Marine its investment. In contrast, estimating the
present value of a stream of annual paymentsMidland Bank purchased naming rights for

20 years to Buffalo’s downtown arena in for as long as 30 years is difficult because
the rates used to equate present values,1995, the financial institution made a single

payment to the NHL’s Savers of $6.73 million. such as the cost of capital and interest rates,
are unpredictable.When interest and inflation were taken into

account, that figure was estimated to be Despite the benefits of greater certainty to
the corporation buying the rights, and ofequivalent, to approximately $15 million over

20 years (Bernstein, 2000). immediate cash to the team, very few naming
rights transactions are paid in this way.The one-time payment provides the team

or venue operator with an immediate infu- Typically, to build or renovate a facility,
bonds are sold by either a governmentsion of cash in-hand. This approach is likely

to be especially advantageous to a team authority or by the team, with the contrac-
tual obligation to repay the borrowedhaving to make an up-front contribution to

the construction of a new venue. By applying amount, with interest, over a specified period
of time. A prominent potential source of debtthe rights fee to the team’s share of financing

the new facility, the team will reduce the repayment revenues is the money realized
from the sale of naming rights. The magni-amount of debt obligation it would otherwise

incur. At the same time, the corporation tude of its role is illustrated in the case
example described in Figure 2. Lenderspaying the rights fee will pay considerably

less in ‘actual’ dollars. Further, unlike naming require projects they support to produce
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Fig 2. Innovative naming rights agreement

significant and stable amounts of contractu- It is easier for a team to digest slight
increases each year on the value of the deal.ally-obligated income (or COI). Naming rights
The intent is to avoid a major jump in pricetransactions are a good source of COI
when it comes time for renewal.because of their financial magnitude and the

The naming rights agreement between thelong-term nature of the agreements. Thus,
City of Seattle and Keycorp for the Key Arena,lenders have accepted that naming rights
home of the NBA’s Supersonics, providescontracts, along with luxury suite leases,
an example of a typical annual paymentclub seat licenses, and concessionaire con-
schedule. The 15-year agreement calls for antracts, are acceptable security for venue
initial payment of $750,000 in the first year,financing.
and the escalator clause increases the annualUnder such an arrangement, the team
payment at a rate of 4% each remaining year.pledges the annual payment it receives from
The actual payment schedule is:its naming rights partner (e.g. Bank One,

PepsiCo, Ericsson) to the lender or bond-
Year 1 $750,000 Year 9 $1,022,000holder. Thus, the agreement between the
Year 2 $780,000 Year 10 $1,062,000team and the naming rights holder must
Year 3 $811,000 Year 11 $1,105,000

include a specific payment schedule spread
Year 4 $843,000 Year 12 $1,149,000

over the length of the naming rights sponsor-
Year 5 $878,000 Year 13 $1,194,000

ship. Typically, naming rights agreements Year 6 $913,000 Year 14 $1,241,000
are structured with an initial rights fee Year 7 $950,000 Year 15 $1,290,000
payment, followed by annual cash payments Year 8 $988,000
that increase by a pre-determined percent-
age every year, usually between 2% and 5%. In some cases, the value received by the
The annual percentage increase, commonly team from the corporate naming partner
referred to as an ‘escalator clause’, is used comes in the form of in-kind benefits rather
as a hedge against rising operating costs and than cash. For example, Continental Airlines,
inflation. In addition, the gradual annual in lieu of cash, provides $700,000 annually in
increases reduce the potential ‘sticker shock’ complimentary air service as a part of their

12-year agreement with the New Jerseyeffect when the agreement is up for renewal.
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Sports and Exposition Authority. The several agreements that failed. The economic
downturn and accounting scandals in the USarrangement enables the two anchor tenants

of the Continental Arena, the NHL-Devils and in 2000–2002, which were especially severe
in the high-tech, communication, and airlineNBA-Nets, to substantially reduce their costs

associated with travel. sectors, led seven companies with major
facility naming rights agreements to file forSometimes naming rights are acquired

as part of a larger business package. For bankruptcy: Enron Corp (Houston Astros);
ANC Rental Group, parent company ofexample, Coors made an equity investment

of $30 million for an ownership stake in National Rental Car (Florida Panthers); Adel-
phia (Tennessee Titans); Fruit of the Loom,the MLB Colorado Rockies team, but it is

estimated that $7–8 million of this invest- Ltd., parent company of Pro Player (Miami
Dolphins); Trans World Airlines (St. Louisment was attributable to naming rights. Fleet

Bank arranged financing for the Boston arena Rams); WorldCom, parent company of MCI
(Washington Capitals and Washington Wiz-which hosts both the NHL Boston Bruins

and NBA Celtics. It obtained naming rights ards) and PSINet Inc. (Baltimore Ravens). It
seems likely that future agreements will beto the facility and used the naming rights fee

to reduce debt payments on the facility much shorter in length. Rather than a 30-
year agreement with no renewal option (e.g.(Greenberg and Gray, 1996).
the America West Arena in Phoenix), increas-

Length of agreement ingly contracts will be structured with
shorter terms, say 3–7 years, with sub-Table 2 showed that most naming rights

agreements are long-term in nature, with a sequent options to the agreement for 3–5
year increments. This kind of arrangementmajority extending 15–20 years. The pre-

vailing attitude of both parties throughout provides both parties with greater flexibility
in managing their relationship over time.the 1990s was that longer contracts benefited

both the corporate sponsor and the team.
The impact of naming rights’ partnerTeams favoured long-term agreements
failingsbecause they ensured a stable income

stream over an extended period of time. At In some cases, the bankruptcy of corporate
partners which prematurely terminates nam-the same time, the long term enabled the

naming rights partner to develop an enduring ing rights contracts may be a blessing to
those franchises which entered into long-identity with the sports facility and provided

the opportunity to develop marketing pro- term agreements in the early 1990s when
naming rights prices were relatively low. Forgrammes to realize an acceptable return

on investment. Further, with a long-term example, in 1995 TWA agreed to pay the NFL
St. Louis Rams $1.5 million a year for 20contract the corporation eliminates the risk

of being outbid and replaced in a short years to put its name on their new domed
home. When TWA declared bankruptcy, theperiod of time by a competitor, and receives

price stability and certainty over a long time Rams were able to negotiate an agreement
with Edward Jones Company, a financialperiod.

Recently, however, some corporate and services firm headquartered in St. Louis. In
return for naming the facility the Edwardteam executives have questioned the desir-

ability of committing to 15 or 20-year naming Jones Dome, the firm paid the Rams $31.8
million for 12 years ($2.85 million per year),rights agreements. Companies are concerned

about committing major dollars so far into with an option to extend the agreement for
another 11 years for an additional $35.2the future, while sports teams are also

more cautious. Their caution is the result of million. Thus, the bankruptcy enabled the
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Rams to almost double their revenues from Villanova there was no formal written agree-
ment requiring the school to retain the namenaming rights.

In other situations, bankruptcy can create and it was able to simply call the centre,
The Pavilion.a major public relations and image problem.

Enron Corporation was America’s seventh The potential of corporate partners’ names
becoming an embarrassment at some timelargest company when it signed a 30-year,

$100 million agreement with the MLB Hous- in the future, suggests that contracts should
contain a clause that provides a disassocia-ton Astros to name their new stadium Enron

Field. The name was on all exterior and tion option if a donor or corporate partner
embarrasses a college or franchise, respec-interior signage, uniforms worn by game-day

staff, cups, plates, napkins and tickets. When tively. Companies commonly include such
clauses in contracts with celebrity endorsersEnron collapsed at the end of 2001 as a

result of unethical accounting practices, tens and corporate naming rights appears to be
an analogous situation (Cohen, 1999).of thousands of people experienced financial

hardship through loss of their jobs, pension The corporate sponsor can also be a loser
funds, or stock. To the Houston and broader in naming rights deals. For example, in the
American public, Enron quickly became a 16 months after Lowe’s home improvements
pariah. The name became synonymous with chain invested $35 million for the naming
unethical behaviour, shame and failure. The rights to Charlotte Motor Speedway, the
continued use of the name Enron field stig- company became associated with a series of
matized the Astros. Their spokesman noted accidents and tragedies that took place at
‘The Enron logo displayed on the stadium the track. First, during an event at the
wrongly suggests to the public that the speedway, debris from a wreck flew into the
Astros are associated with the alleged bad crowd and killed three fans. Four months
business practices of Enron . . . The current later, two Lowe’s stores were pipe-bombed
perception of Enron is incompatible with the in apparent retaliation for the accident. Next,
honesty and integrity embodied in baseball a pedestrian bridge at the speedway col-
as America’s national pastime and espoused lapsed killing 107 people. Finally, an explo-
by the Houston Astros’ (Easton, 2002, p. A1, sion staged as part of a Memorial Day
A5). The trustees acting for Enron’s creditors observance before a major race, sent ply-
refused to surrender the naming rights wood into the crowd and injured four people.
because they regarded them as an asset Lowe’s misfortune has caused companies
which had value. Ultimately, the Astros paid to add clauses to naming rights contracts
$2.1 million to Enron to remove the com- enabling them to terminate if anything
pany’s name from the stadium. The team occurs which has a negative impact on
then regained this revenue stream by the company’s image or reputation. One
reselling the naming rights to Minute Maid commentator noted, ‘When you pay to name
Company for $100 million over 28 years, so a facility and then your name and image are
the ballpark became Minute Maid Park. part of such negative situations, it’s almost

Similar challenges may also confront col- like turning lemonade back into lemons’
leges which accept naming rights. For (Fleming, 2000, p. 80).
example, John E. Du Pont gave Villanova
University $5 million to build a recreation IMPLICATIONS FOR ENGLISH FOOTBALL
centre which was named the Du Pont Pavil- TEAMS
ion. However, in a high profile court case

A key factor in the exponential spread ofsome years later, Du Pont was convicted
of murder (Cohen, 1999). Fortunately, for naming rights at US facilities has been the
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movement of many teams into new facilities. burton Grove in Islington may sever fans’
nostalgic allegiance to Highbury and provideA change of venue helps to sever the emo-
an opportunity for negotiating commercialtional allegiance tied to the memories, herit-
naming rights.age and traditions which fans have to

Stadia naming rights in England may notexisting facilities. These constitute an inte-
realize the same kind of revenues generatedgral part of fans’ identification with the team
in the US because shirt sponsorships pre-and account for much of the reluctance to
sumably have pre-empted some of theseembrace a commercial sponsor’s name that
potential funds. The benefits of facility nam-would supersede a traditional name.
ing rights to a sponsor were discussed earlierMost resistance to facility naming rights
in the paper, but from a corporate sponsor’sagreements in the US has been in locations
perspective they have to be weighed againstwhere the new commercial name has been
the benefits of shirt sponsorships. Theseimposed on an existing facility which has a
have the added value not only of appearingtraditional name. This point was most vividly
on television in front of live crowds and inemphasized by the furore in Denver and
press action photographs, but also of beingSan Francisco when respectively, the NFL
on the replica uniforms purchased and wornBroncos’ Mile High Stadium was renamed
by fans of the teams. Thus, there are likely toInvesco Field at Mile High Stadium, and the
be literally thousands of ‘mobile billboards’MLB Giant’s Candlestick Park was renamed
displaying a company’s name in every park3Com Park. It is notable that in the English
and open space in the country where chil-a shift in venue characterized the situation
dren seek to emulate the skills of their teamat the Reebok, McAlpine, Friends Provident
idols, and worn by older people as casualSt. Mary’s and JJB stadia.
leisure wear.Since the beginning of 1995, which marks

In the US there was a substantial lag-the beginning of the exponential growth in
time from the first tentative movements intonaming rights agreements, 45% of the 127
naming rights agreements in the 1970s andteams in the four major leagues in the US
1980s, and the surge of interest in themhave moved into new facilities reflecting an
which occurred in the mid-1990s. This mayinvestment of over $13 billion (Crompton
be the scenario currently emerging in Eng-et al., 2003). During this period, the invest-
land. The standard model of innovationment in new stadia in 2003 dollars was
of diffusion (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971)$7.8 billion of which 62% was provided by
suggests that naming rights’ agreements aregovernments and 38% by the teams. The
likely to diffuse extensively among footballcorresponding investment in arenas was
teams only when some key ‘opinion leader’$5.3 billion, 39% of which came from govern-
clubs adopt them. The existing Englishment entities while 61% was paid by the
adapters are not major opinion leader teams.teams.
If a team like Arsenal negotiates a namingWhile investment in new facilities may not
rights agreement, then it is likely to providebe as extensive in England, it is occurring. A
impetus for acceptance by fans at othernumber of large scale new stadia projects
teams and hasten diffusion of the concept.and relocations have been announced. Those

by Manchester City, Leicester City, Arsenal,
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